PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

PEM® PF11™ CAPTIVE PANEL SCREWS

Get Easy Service Access without Loose Hardware

Our most popular line of PEM® PF11™ captive panel screws are designed to keep parts to a minimum and prevent hardware loss by staying securely attached to metal panels or other thin material components. They are an ideal choice for use in datacom/telecom applications where installation footprints are limited and where fastening and unfastening is often required.

Key Features

• Proprietary shoulder on fastener retainer provides positive stop feature for complete and reliable installation
• Anti-cross threading technology reliably corrects off-angle thread mating to ensure proper alignment during installation
• Three mounting styles for design flexibility – self-clinching, flaring, floating
• Wide range of standard cap selections to suit all application needs

Standard Mounting Styles

All mounting styles offers the same profile or look above the sheet or panel where it’s installed:

Self-Clinching
• Installs flush on back side of panel
• Available in three screw lengths
• Installation video: Clinch Style Mounting

Flare-Mounted
• Installs flush on back side of panel
• Suitable for close centerline-to-edge applications
• No high installation force required
• Installs into any panel hardness and most thin materials
• Suitable for painted panels
• Installation video: Flare Style Mounting

Flare-Mounted, Floating
• Compensates for mating hole misalignment
• Installs into any panel hardness
• Installation video: Flare, Float Style Mounting

Pem® C.A.P.S.® Captive Panel Screws

As an alternative to metal caps, PEM® C.A.P.S.® captive panel screws feature color plastic (PC/ABS) caps – offering the capability to designate service access levels for equipment, to color reference operating or maintenance instructions, or to conform to end-use aesthetic requirements. Custom colors are available.

PEM® C.A.P.S.® colors:

R = Red  N = Orange  Y = Yellow  G = Green

U = Blue  V = Violet  M = Metallic  T = OCP

OCP Compliant Green Captive Panel Screws

Captive Panel Screw caps are now available in OCP Compliant Green, which is designed to meet next-generation application requirements in datacom/telecom.

To learn more about PEM® Captive Panel Screws, download our bulletin.
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